Picasso: Cycle B Term 1 and 2
Blewbury CE Primary School – Design and Technology Picasso
Shine your light and share it with the world!

Inquiry question: Is success the same for everybody?

D and T unit: Pop-up card
Strand: mechanisms
What children will need to already know to access this unit:
Movement can be created in different ways.
That you can move an object without directly touching it.

Why is this unit being taught in this term and links to previous learning.
Links to enquiry question (Is success the same for everybody?)
Links to previous learning (Is it important to belong?/How do stories help shape our imagination?) slides and levers, balloon
pneumatics
Links to mechanisms strand in Klimt (Is there such thing as a good person or a bad person?) using cams

Vocabulary
Pop-up
pneumatics
lever
assemble
join
strengthen
prototype
disassemble
pivot
fulcrum
Measure
score
fold

Images
to appear or happen, especially
suddenly or unexpectedly.
To create movement using air
A lever can be described as a long rigid
body with a fulcrum along its length.
Fit together the separate component
parts
Link or connect
Make stronger
A first version
Take apart
A shaft or pin with a pointed end on
which something turns
Fixed pivot
Determine the size of something using
standard units
To make notches, cuts and lines in thick
card to aid folding.
an act or the result of laying one part
over or against another

What will children know by the end of this unit:
How a pop-up mechanism works. (levers and
linkages)

What children will be able to do by the end of this
unit:
Make a range of pop-up mechanisms.
Measure, score and fold card
Design a Christmas card using 2 or more
mechanisms.
Make a pop-up Christmas card.

Teacher
Notes

Allow children to explore movements through playing with meccano

Teacher’s notes:

